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ABSTRACT 
Many privacy-enhancing technologies, in particular anonymous 
communication networks (ACNs) as a key building block, suffer 
from a lack of a sufficient number of participants. Without high user 
participation, ACNs are vulnerable to traffic analysis attacks. The 
only ACN with a high number of participants (around 1.5 million 
users) is Tor [2]. Yet, Tor is prone to traffic analysis attacks [3,4] 
traffic pattern attacks. While other ACNs [1] have been proposed 
that are even secure against global attackers, they are not scalable 
and suffer from a low number of participants, since even a perfect 
ACN can at most hide a user among all participating users. These 
ACNs are in a vicious circle: the lack of participants leads to low 
degree of anonymity, and a low degree of anonymity makes these 
ACNs unattractive for users.  

In this work, we break this vicious cycle by studying the question: 
Can an anonymous communication network be strengthened by 
“forced” participation? What privacy guarantees and performance 
can such an ACN provide? We develop CoverUp, a system that 
“forces” visitors of highly accessed websites (entry servers) to be-
come involuntary participants of an ACN. CoverUp triggers users 
to participate in a centralized, constant-rate mix by leveraging basic 
functionality of their browsers to execute (JavaScript) code served 
by the entry servers. Candidates for entry servers could be univer-
sities or news sites. They would let a distinct CoverUp server pro-
vide (via an iframe, step 1) JavaScript code to the end-users’ brows-
ers (step 2), which in turn makes them participate in the ACN via a 
mix server (step 3). Visitors of these entry servers’ websites become 
(involuntary) participants of an ACN, creating cover traffic for vol-
untary participants. For voluntary participants, we developed a 
browser extension that renders their CoverUp requests indistin-
guishable from the cover traffic of involuntary participants. 

 We build two applications on top of CoverUp: an anonymous feed 
and a chat—both use an additional external CoverUp application 

(step 4). As the feed is uni-directional, 
we do not need to trust more than 
the client’s machine. As the 
chat is bi-directional, we 
do need to trust the Cov-
erUp and the mix server. 
We show that both achieve 
practical performance and strong 
privacy properties via experimental 
evaluations and an analysis. CoverUp 
renders voluntary and involuntary par-
ticipants indistinguishable, thereby in-
cluding all voluntary and involuntary 
participants into an anonymity set. Given this, CoverUp provides 
even more than mere anonymity: the voluntary participants can hide 
the very intention to use the ACN. As the concept of forced partic-
ipation raises ethical and legal concerns, we discuss these concerns 
and describe how these can be addressed. 
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